
Crusoe Data Center Services offer robust connectivity, 24/7 security, and a disruptive
Digital Flare Mitigation™ power technology that outperforms even wind, solar, and
hydro power in environmental and emissions results.

Close to your data, away from high profile hubs
The Williston Basin of North Dakota and Montana provides a discreet and diverse location for modern data centers
with a high-availability, high-bandwidth, fiber optic network with microwave backup.

● Top-off Client Private Grid with Crusoe Cloud; a private extension
with a direct cross-connect in nanosecond latency or via public
internet at a very competitive latency (CrusoeCloud)

● Monitoring and Remote Hands Services via experienced telecom
field technicians and engineers

● Diverse connectivity leveraging multiple long-haul fiber optic routes
● Cloud internet via hubs at four fully redundant direct internet access

peering points (Denver, Seattle, Minneapolis x2)

Unmatched environmental benefits
Digital Flare Mitigation™ technology derives power
from a traditionally stranded resource, natural gas,
produced as a byproduct from the oil industry.
Crusoe utilizes the emissions, normally burned off by
flaring, to power data centers reducing methane
emissions by nearly 98%, and CO2-equivalent
emissions by 63% compared to routine flaring.

https://crusoecloud.com/data-center/


Crusoe’s Data Center Services™ match the networking and operational capabilities
of traditional data centers at the fraction of the price per kW while empowering
organizations to meet their environmental mandates by dramatically reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.

A modern environment with modern solutions
● Colocation service with power density of 12.5kW, 25kW, and 37.5kW option
● 99.99% service availability - redundant network and power sources + UPS/cooling ready to host client

high density, high compute GPU servers
● Generators/turbines are powered by otherwise wasted energy + standby utility & diesel generators
● Sustainable grid back-up using Renewable Energy Credits

● Dedicated private enclosure packages of 250kW, 500kW or 750kW compute power available
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We created Crusoe Cloud because the
world's appetite for cloud computing will
never stop growing. Powered by stranded
energy, we're lowering the cost and
environmental impact of cloud computing.


